15 Office Interior Design Ideas for Home Business
Home office needs to be cozy and professional-looking to encourage productivity and
creativity. Modern office interior design ideas will make you feel inspired when working.
Here are 15 great ideas you can try to get a great home office.
1. Curve-inspired office.
Curve concepts in an office will create fresh, unusual look, perfect for those who work in
the creative industry. Ideally, you should start from the construction phase to get a curved
room. Or, you can spend extra for renovation. Add curved desk, chairs with soft edges,
circular bookshelf, and oval carpet to emphasize the design.
2. Elegant dark wood.
Dark woods, such as mahogany and teakwood, are often associated with dreary, oldfashioned office. However, you can put a fresh twist in a room dominated by these woods.
You can use wooden planks as the floor, and install wooden bookshelf with brightlycolored veneer. Add big windows to let natural light lighten the dark tone.
3. Exploration theme.
Exploration brings words such as “adventurous” and “discovery” to mind, perfect for
encouraging you when working. Use turquoise or sand as your wall colors, and add
decorations such as an antique globe, old maps, vintage telescope, and ship statue or
steering wheel. You can use photo gallery such as famous natural landmarks or scenes from
different cultures to adorn the walls.
4. Bright white.
Bright white is not always dull. It can create spacious and relaxing feeling in a home office,
especially if it is small. White tone on walls, furniture, lighting fixture, and carpet looks very
modern and minimalistic. Break the whiteness with a large artwork or colorful accent in
the room’s focal point (such as behind your desk).

5. Tropical cottage office.
Are you dreaming of having an office in a tropical area? You can invite tropical air to your
home office using decorations. Use white, beige, sand, turquoise, or light green color for
walls. Install woven tapestry or rattan/bamboo shutters instead of regular curtains. Have a
large window that gives a lot of natural light, preferably facing a garden. Use a lot of
wickers and recycled wood in the decoration and furniture.
6. Bright vintage.
Vintage and antiques are great styles that will make your home office effortlessly elegant.
Use red walls for the bold look, combined with framed classic paintings, crafted bronze
elements, dark wood furniture, velvet sofa, and floral curtains. If there is enough space, you
can add small porcelain ornaments to break the space.
7. 20th-century writer’s working room.
Ever imagine yourself as Hemingway or Joyce, sitting in a rustic but elegant writing room?
Try emulating such writer’s room by using recycled wood furniture, such as chair and table.
Install sizeable wooden beam rafters on the ceiling, and add stone fireplace (if your office
has an open floor plan). Vintage leather chair and Moroccan rug will make your room even
cozier.
8. Bright, artsy office.
If you love some bright colors and art to ignite inspiration, make your home office look that
way. Use bright colors for walls, such as yellow, red or orange. Install contemporary arts
(or one artwork for focal point). Use bright sofas or modern chairs with colorful seating. Or,
you can paint the walls white and let the ornaments and furniture speak.
9. Open-plan office (with small meeting table).
This is perfect for you who have enough space for yard and large office. If you have a
business where you often receive multiple guests or discuss matters with a small corporate
team, then having an open-plan office will give fresh air. Install a large door that opens

straight to a garden or yard, and put a pedestal round table with several chairs in it,
alongside a usual desk and single chair.
10. Multipurpose office room.
The multipurpose room is a standard feature in modern design, especially for urban homes.
You can create an office that doubles as the guest-receiving room. Put your table against
the wall, with the back of the chair facing the room. Put a long sofa, a coffee table, and
several guest chairs as the center of attention. Create an open-plan space to avoid feeling
“trapped.”
11. Pop-up corner office.
If your space is narrow, you can opt for a pop-up office in the house. You can achieve this
with a drop-front desk, which looks like a hanging wardrobe door at first glance, but can be
opened to reveal a counter and some practical storage space. You only need to add a chair
to get an instant corner office. Make sure to install the desk near electrical outlets, so
battery recharge will not be a problem.
12.

Elegant, floral office.

Insert a feminine but still-professional theme in your home office using smart designs.
Combine subdued floral wallpaper with a light wood desk, white guest chairs or sofas,
sheer curtains, and fur rug. Add some indoor potted plants that are not hard to take care of
(succulents with bright flowers are recommended).
13.

Modern, dark office.

Dark color brings “serious” and “artsy” into mind, and you can use this tone to create a
modern home office. Do not be afraid to use black walls, but combine them with a light
wooden floor (or light wood-like vinyl), mahogany desk, and burgundy or dark orange
chairs. Add monochromatic animal pattern elements in the room, but not too much, such as
zebra rug or modern animal artwork.
14.

Open loft office.

If you have a little extra space for a loft, you can create an open-plan office on a small loft.
This is great to create a private working area that is still connected to the entire house. You
can access this attic through regular stairs, but there is no enclosed room or door. Apart
from a high-waist partition wall, this office will give you extra space and privacy at the
same time.
15.

Movie-themed office.

Finally, if you need a boost for some creative projects, why not creating a movie-themed
office? You can create a subdued design, with neutral colors for the walls and floor, but the
movie artworks will make it stand out. Create large prints of your favorite vintage movie
posters or movie scenes (make the scene images black-and-white), and frame them with
white borders around. Hang them on the walls.
These office interior design ideas are not only unique, but they will help boost your
inspiration and creativity when working at home.

